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Fantasy Booklist
Books of magic, strange creatures and other worlds.

**RANGE OF GHOSTS**
By Elizabeth Bear

**Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Bear**
Sent into exile, Temur, heir of the Great Khan, teams up against an enemy cult with former princess Samarkar, who has pursued a life of magical study. *1st in a series.*

**THE MISTS OF AVALON**
By Marion Zimmer Bradley

**Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Bradley**
The magical legend of King Arthur, vividly retold through the eyes and lives of the women who wielded power from behind the throne. *1st in a series.*

**THE SWORD OF SHANNARA**
By Terry Brooks

**Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Brooks**
The Warlock Lord is plotting to destroy everything in his wake. Only a true heir of Shannara can wield the sword that will defeat him. *1st in a series.*

**STORM FRONT**
By Jim Butcher

**Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Butcher**
A modern-day mage and consultant to the police finds his stale life suddenly enlivened by the presence of a rival in the black arts. *1st in a series.*

**DARK CURRENTS**
By Jacqueline Carey

**Call #: F Carey**
Daisy, daughter of an incubus, works in a Midwestern resort town where she ensures that all the supernatural creatures living there get along. *1st in a series.*
THE OCEAN AT THE END OF THE LANE
By Neil Gaiman

Call #: F Gaiman
Returning to his childhood home, a man learns that nothing is as he remembers, especially not the girl who showed him marvelous, dangerous and outrageous things.

TWO SERPENTS RISE
By Max Gladstone

Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Gladstone
Shadow demons plague the city reservoir and Caleb is responsible for cleansing the water, but encounters a clever cliff runner who easily outpaces him. 2nd in a series.

LIBRIOMANCER
By Jim C. Hines

Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Hines
Able to draw objects out of books, Isaac seeks help from a Harley-riding dryad after vampires attack members of his secret, magical organization. 1st in a series.

THE KILLING MOON
By N. K. Jemisin

Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Jemisin
Ehiru must protect the woman he was sent to kill or watch the city be devoured by forbidden magic as Gatherers harvest magic from sleeping minds. 1st in a series.

RIVER OF STARS
By Guy Gavriel Kay

Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Kay
In an empire divided by bitter factions circling a distracted emperor, dramatic events alter the balance of power in the world, leading to chaos. 2nd in a series.

SHADES OF MILK AND HONEY
By Mary Robinette Kowal

Call #: F Kowal
In an Austen-inspired alternate universe, two sisters, one beautiful and one skilled in glamour, test the limits of their gifts on an unscrupulous suitor. 1st in a series.

STEADFAST
By Mercedes Lackey

Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Lackey
Magician's assistant Katie discovers that her employer is an Elemental Magician capable of commanding the Elementals of Air in his illusions. 8th in a series.
**PRINCE OF THORNS**  
By Mark Lawrence  
**Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Lawrence**  
When he was 9, he watched as his mother and brother were killed before him. At 13, he led a band of bloodthirsty thugs. By 15, he intends to be king. *1st in a series.*

**THE ALCHEMIST OF SOULS**  
By Anne Lyle  
**Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Lyle**  
When Mal, bodyguard to the ambassador, uncovers the truth about the unholy power of the skraylings brought back by explorers, it could cost him his soul. *1st in a series.*

**DAUGHTER OF THE FOREST**  
By Juliet Marillier  
**Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Marillier**  
To reclaim the lives of her brothers, Sorcha leaves the only safe place she has known and starts on a journey of pain, loss, and terror.

**ICE FORGED**  
By Gail Z. Martin  
**Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Martin**  
Condemned as a murderer, Blaine has spent the last six years in a penal colony in the wastelands. But the supply ships have stopped coming. *1st in a series.*

**PROMISE OF BLOOD**  
By Brian McClellan  
**Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F McClellan**  
After a coup to expose corruption and bring relief to the poor, Field Marshal Tamas inadvertently provokes a war and is betrayed by former allies. *1st in a series.*

**MIDNIGHT BLUE LIGHT SPECIAL**  
By Seanan McGuire  
**Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F McGuire**  
When cryptozoologist Verity’s ex informs her that the Covenant is coming to assess the city's readiness for a cryptid purge, she takes a stand against the coming carnage.

**SPIRIT DANCES**  
By C. E. Murphy  
**Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Murphy**  
Joanne, torn between being a cop or a shaman, faces a mystical murder, homeless people disappearing and her own transformation into a coyote. *6th in a series.*
NAME OF THE WIND
By Patrick Rothfuss

Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Rothfuss
Kvothe recounts his transformation from a magically gifted young man into the most notorious wizard, musician, thief, and assassin in his world. 1st in a series.

THE ALLOY OF LAW
By Brandon Sanderson

Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Sanderson
Wax must put away his guns and assume his duties in a noble house, but he learns the streets of the city can be more dangerous than the Roughs. A Mistborn novel.

THE GRENDEL AFFAIR
By Lisa Shearin

Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Shearin
When a serial killer descended from the Grendel is let loose, Makenna and Ian must race against time to stop him before more innocent lives are lost. 1st in a series.

THEFT OF SWORDS
By Michael J. Sullivan

Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Sullivan
Two thieves in the wrong place at the wrong time are on the run in this fact-paced adventure fantasy. 1st in a series.

THE BLACK PRISM
By Brent Weeks

Call #: SciFi/Fantasy F Weeks
When Gavin, high priest and emperor known as the Prism, discovers he has a son in a far kingdom, he must decide how far he’ll go to protect his secret. 1st in a series.